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the game offers various modes like pve, pvp, and story mode. the story mode is a narrative-driven
game that takes place at the time of the trojan war, and the battle of troy. the player controls
odysseus and his son telemachus, to fight against priam, hector and the other trojans. besides

fighting with their enemies, the player will be tasked with taking care of their allies. the player will
have to save many allies at a time. there are various hazards and some obstacles to fight with.

players have to make sure that they use their weapons and abilities to attack enemies. players also
have the option to cast their magic during the combat as well. it is an intense hack-and-slash battle.
dynasty warriors 9: empires is a turn-based multiplayer strategy video game created and published
by tecmo koei for playstation 4, xbox one and windows. the game offers many new features in the

franchise such as new equipment and new weapons. the story behind warriors all-stars involves the
command of the queen and the ancient mysteries surrounding magic. the story begins with the

death of the king and the loss of the queen. a mysterious fog appears, leading to kidnappings and
mutilations. at the start of the game, your goal is to learn the secrets of the fog and restore the

kingdom and save your queen. with the new magical system in the game, you will have to find your
way in the entire castle and help the queen to restore peace. you will have to fight numerous

enemies that will be trying to bring turmoil back in the kingdom. you have to help the queen, collect
treasures, fight against bad guys, and kill them. this thrilling hack-and-slash game lets you use skills

and collect weapons to defeat enemies and outsmart them.
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surpass is an action-adventure, first-person perspective, stealth, and rpg video game developed by
doublefish inc. and published by midgar publishing for windows. the game revolves around a girl

named cala who is on a journey to save her village from starvation and make it the richest village in
the world. it is designed as a fantasy world where the player can explore and complete missions,

interact with people, talk to npcs to learn more about the world, and engage in combat. this game
features customizable player controls, a map, save and load system, fast traveling, quick save
system, plenty of side missions, three different endings, and more. other features include- an
awesome soundtrack, creative and colorful world environment, well-illustrated story, and an

immersive and engaging gameplay. this game does not require the activation of any 3rd party
programs to play, it is a stand-alone game. warriors: legends of troy is not a bad game by any

stretch of the imagination. each character brings something unique to the table, and the game will
appeal to different audience members. however, the game isnt original enough to warrant a new
build for an already loyal fanbase. anyone who played warriors 6 or the death stranding game will
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feel at home here, and those who enjoyed the older games will find themselves coming back for
more. warriors legends of troy will sit comfortably in the mainstream of modern action games. there

are some faults with the title that could have been avoided, such as reams of tedious button-
mashing, a clunkiness in combat that feels overly chaotic in spite of the brutalized presentation, and
dull characters that lack any lingering sense of personality. the lack of translation to english and the
exclusion of a co-op online mode are a step backward from the series at its best, but the title is still

enjoyable to fans of the series who dont mind the repetitive gameplay. 5ec8ef588b
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